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Safetying Nuts and Bolts

Our illustrations show positive safety on a standard right-hand thread fastener. For safetying left-hand threads, your finished safety wire would be a mirror image. 
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H   ANDS ON HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS



To see these Hints for Homebuilders videos visit www.SportAviation.org.



Safetying Nuts and Bolts BY JOE NORRIS



A BOLT IS NO good without a nut, and in aviation the nut will probably be either castellated or self-locking. Self-locking nuts are, well, selflocking, but if you’re using a castellated nut, you’ll need to secure it in some fashion. There are several styles of self-locking nuts, all in one of two major groupings depending on their construction: all metal or nylon. The nylon style uses a nylon insert (sometimes called ﬁber lock) to apply locking pressure on the bolt threads. The all-metal style eliminates the nylon insert and is heat-resistant. All-metal lock nuts can be used anywhere on the aircraft, but the nylon style should not be used in the engine compartment. The most common self-locking nut is the nylon style designated AN365 or the new designation MS20365. There is a thin (halfheight) version designated AN364 or MS21083 that can be used if the fastener is only loaded in shear. For applications in the engine compartment, you’ll want to use the all-metal AN363 (MS21045) self-locking nut. Self-locking nuts can be used on fasteners that are not subject to rotational forces. But where the fastener is subject to rotation, you’ll need to use a drilled fastener and a castellated nut. You will then secure the nut with either a cotter pin or safety wire. A cotter pin is the most common safetying device, but if your nut goes on a stud that is in turn threaded into a component of your aircraft, use safety wire to secure the nut. This also keeps the stud from loosening.



COTTER PIN INSTALLATION



The primary method for installing a cotter pin is to put the pin in so that the eye is lined up with the shank of the fastener. The eye of the pin will then nestle down into one of the castellations on the nut. This will prolong the life of the pin by keeping it from turning in the nut. When installing the pin in this fashion, one leg of the pin will be bent down toward the washer and the other end will be bent up and over the end of the fastener. Trim the end that goes down toward the washer short enough so that it does not reach the base material being fastened. If the end of the pin is allowed to mar the base material, it will cause a stress riser that may propagate a crack. Trim the pin off short enough to avoid this. The end of the pin that goes up over the end of the fastener should be trimmed off so that it does not extend beyond the edge of the fastener. This will not only avoid having the sharp end of the pin in a position to cut you later on, but also will guard against the possibility of something
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ILLUSTRATION BY GARY COX



catching the pin, which may lead to the pin breaking off and falling out. In the secondary method, the pin is inserted with the eye perpendicular to the shank of the fastener and parallel to the washer under the nut. The two ends of the pin are bent around the outside of the nut to the left and right of the pin. The ends should be trimmed off approximately one-third of the way around the nut to keep them fairly short so they don’t get caught on something later on. SAFETY WIRE



Safety wire is also used to safety bolt and screw heads along with plugs, caps, and anything else that you want to lock in place. The wire is passed through a hole in the fastener and then twisted around itself before being locked to a ﬁxed location. This can be another bolt or screw head, or it can be some handy part of the structure nearby. The trick is to avoid twisting the wire too tightly and to make sure it’s installed in the tightening direction (called positive safety). The safety wire should appear to be pulling the fastener toward the tightening direction. Our illustrations show positive safety on a standard right-hand thread fastener. For safetying left-hand threads, your ﬁnished safety wire would be a mirror image. Safety wire can be twisted by hand, but most people use a tool to accomplish this task. Manual and spring-loaded safety wire pliers are the tool of choice, but the ease of using this tool often leads the builder to twist the safety wire too tightly, which will cause the safety wire to break and defeat your purpose. You want only 6 to 8 twists per inch in your safety wire. Any more will put undue stress on your wire and cause it to fail. Note that one strand of safety wire goes through the fastener and the other strand loops around the outside. Always twist your safety wife so as to force the outside loop down around the head of the fastener. If you’ve twisted it the wrong way the outside loop will pop up off the head of the fastener and won’t stay put. If this happens, start over and twist the wire the other way. Our illustrations show how to twist the wire so as to keep these exposed loops in place.
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Chapter 7 Multimedia Nuts-and-Bolts - Description 

Morphic is the future of. Squeak interfaces, so most ... they talk about multimedia, but text is still the most important medium for communication on ...... pops up a menu for choosing what synthesizer you wish to use. If any software ..... talks abo
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Chapter 7 Multimedia Nuts-and-Bolts - Description 

... assume Macintosh pathnames (colon as path delimiter). ..... loop pointsâ€”points in the wave which can be repeated for as long as a given note needs to be ...
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NUTS & BOLTS: Building Basics: The Hole Story 

The tools on the market for cutting lightening holes ... The tool's small size allows you to easily see your work ... In case you don't want to make the tool yourself ...
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NUTS & BOLTS: Building Basics: The Hole Story 

in your airframe parts have never impressed me much, especially if the ... tap a 10-32 hole for a clamp screw to clamp the die grinder in the hole. Finally, saw a ...
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Bolts - #3522, #3525, #3521 

Tips: If stitching is NOT desired, use HeatnBond Ultrahold in the red package. Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3 ... Coudre Ã  la main ou Ã  la machine le long des bords. (Fig. 4).
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Anchor nuts, why, wh.. - Size 

groping around under an assembly in an attempt to install ... craft hex nuts. Naturally, quite a .... course, a 1/8" Cleco will work with an 832 anchor nut. However,.
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crusher nuts compilation dbid ahb6r 
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Make sure all bolts and screws are fully tightened ... - Webcollage.net 

To ensure proper assembly, follow all steps and use all parts. Failure to follow this warning can result in serious injury to yourself or others. Effectuer toutes les opÃ©rations et utiliser toutes les piÃ¨ces pour Ãªtre sÃ»r que l'assemblage est cor
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Building Basics: Techniques for Safetying Turnbuckles 

in the turnbuckle barrel. A pair of pliers could be helpful. â–¡ Repeat the above steps to safety lock the other side of the turn- buckle. â–¡ Both clips may be installed ...
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HEATnBONDÂ® ULTRAHOLD PACKS & BOLTS - #3502 

Directions: 1. Pre-wash all materials without fabric softeners. Pretest adhesive on materials before starting project. 2. Preheat iron to medium heat, No steam.
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Building Basics: All About Bolts 

loy, corrosion-resistant steel. Heat treating further strengthens aircraft quality hardware to a minimum of. 125,000 psi. Brings to mind the. HEAD. A=-UNDRILLED ...
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Building Basics: All About Bolts - Size 

use hardware-store nuts and bolts in your projectâ€”but .... Close-tolerance bolts have a small triangle embossed ... mincing of 836,89? complete. Glasaii 1)1 kit ...
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generations of family favourites soup 2 nuts dbid p88i 
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Bede design - nÂ°23 Shear strength on AN bolts 

SHEAR STRENGTHS OF AN STANDARD STEEL BOLTS AND PINS. Matoriai. Low-carben. Stee leat-treated sice! Tensile strength, 000 per square. EDC1.. 55.
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Bede design - nÂ°22 Combination of shear and tension on AN bolts 

and at the same time a tension load to stretch the bolt. You can see from the chart for an ANB bolt. Il can have 10,00D pai in shear and 15,200 psi in tension at ...
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Jabiru Flywheel Bolts Important Notice. Anton Lawrence ... - Contrails 

retaining bolts in the Jabiru 2200 and 3300 engine. ... Examination of the timing gear on engines with broken bolts has identified severe fretting of the gear ... cure and higher temperature capabilities, you can download all the data sheets from.
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20000 robots under sea libro inglese russ bolts dbid k8hga 
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and 

Countries. 1 Type in http://uk.dir.yahoo.com/Regional/Countries/ and answer the questions. a) How many countries start with the letter A? b) How many countries ...
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database and instance performance database and instance 

Y$FIXED_VIEW_. DEFINITION ... VIEW DEFINITION. Column Name ... SEQL. Y$PX PROCESS. Column Name. SERVER_NAME. STATUS. SPID. SID. SERIAL#.
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database and instance performance database and instance 

Y$CLASS CACHE. TRANSFER (#1. Column Name. CLASS. X2 NULL. X2 NULL FORCED WRITE. X2 NULL FORCED STALE. X_2_. X2S FORCED_WRITE.
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movement, posture and equilibrium: interaction and ... - Research 

Jan 27, 1991 - The central organization of a motor skill takes into account all the external and ... be integrated into the same act (Arbib, 1981). ... the central control of posture is indicated by a striped line. .... three types of sensors: the ve
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ce mu25a and c4 starters and breakers 
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International Macroeconomics and Finance: Theory and Empirical 

Dec 12, 2000 - This chapter keeps the book reasonably self0contained and provides ..... dollar, pound, South African rand, Swiss franc, Russian ruble and the yen. .... Although (1.21) is an accounting identity and not a theory, it can ...... mating p
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